**Wahweap Hoodoos GPS coordinates**

**First Group:**
N 37°09.590'  W 111°42.752'

**Second Group:**
N 37°09.733'  W 111°42.739'

---

**Parking and Trailhead Information**

1. If parking at the 2WD parking area, do not block the roadway. Begin your hike by entering the wash at this point. (See yellow hiking guideline route on the map.)

2. If parking at the 4WD parking area, park on the east side of the road across from the trailhead sign without blocking the road. (DO NOT continue driving up Nipple Creek Road #327 beyond the trailhead sign.) After parking, walk along the east side of the wash and look for the trail marker (shown on the map) for easy access into the wash.

3. Fence lines across the wash are replaced and/or moved depending on wash conditions. The hanging fence line shown on the map crosses the entire wash and is in a fixed position approximately 1.5 miles (2.4 km) from the 2WD parking area, and 5 miles (.8 km) from the Trailhead Marker/4WD parking area. You MUST pass under this large cable hanging fence line, if you do not, you are NOT in the right drainage, backtrack to either the trailhead sign or parking area where you began and reorient yourself before continuing your hike.
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